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Abstract
Game design is a complex process based on balance between educational and gameplay
experience in a coherent way. In the context of instructional design, Constructive Alignment aims
to develop an outcome-based approach for designing learning activities during which learner
engagement, through the activity, is aligned with learning objectives and outcomes. Hence,
Constructive Alignment focuses on the proposal of constructively aligned learning experiences,
where assessment is the result of specially selected training activities, which are proposed based
on intended learning outcomes. In this study, the impact of an online MSc course on game design
from a Constructive Alignment approach is assessed. Constructive Alignment in game design is
approached as the coherence between Learning Objectives, Game Mechanics, Learning
Mechanics and the Assessment in the educational Digital Game Based Learning. The results
analysis shows that the Game Based Learning course had a positive impact on students regarding
the proposal of game design documents with coherence between Game Mechanics and Learning
Mechanics as well as Learning Mechanics and Learning Objectives, while little focus on
integrating Assessment mechanisms was observed. Based on the results of this study an increase
in focus on assessment in the process of game design is proposed.
Keywords: Game-Based Learning, Constructive Alignment, Learning Mechanics, Game Mechanics,
Higher Education

1

Introduction

The impact of technology in education has led to various changes in the way that different stakeholders, like
students, teachers, administrators and policy makers work and interact with each other. Consequently, there
is a continuous academic and professional interest around educational technology and its application in
learning contexts [1]–[3]. Among the various fields of educational technology, distance learning has been in
the spotlight of researchers, both for its benefits in connectivity and accessibility for different learners [4]
but also due to the opportunities it presents in cases where learners can’t physically attend their courses. The
coronavirus outbreak, causing obligatory confinement measures from several European governments has
urged governments and the EU to propose distance learning tools for the delivery of learning courses [5].
Another field with increasing research interest is the one of game design and Game Based Learning (GBL),
the impact of which on students’ way of learning, teachers’ course delivery and classroom integration has
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been approached and examined through various fields, like the ones of literacy [6], STEM [7], cognitive
development [8], soft skills and creativity [9] and storytelling [10].
On top of this, researchers and educational policy makers are showing surmounting interest regarding
the evolution, structure and assessment of Higher Education (HE) teaching practices in various fields. As a
result, a shift towards active learning and participatory design techniques is being observed [11].
Additionally, several HE institutions are trying, or have already adopted, Outcome-Based Teaching and
Evaluation processes, which aim at designing and facilitating learning activities based on sets of specified
and clearly defined learning outcomes [12]. Constructive Alignment (CA) is an Outcome-Based Teaching
and Evaluation framework for designing learning activities, where the learning content as well as the way
that learning is going to take place is clearly stated before teaching takes place [13]. Design activities are
then proposed in order to actively engage students and help them achieve those previously defined outcomes.
This study focuses on the design and delivery of a year-long online Game-Based Learning course, by
the MSc SmartEdTech program of the University of the Côte d’Azur, at the end of which, students were
asked to come up with their own comprehensive game design documents that would describe their games.
Consisting of an important, and primarily based on, distance-learning component, its design, running and
assessment has presented its instructors with several challenges. In that regard, the notion of CA has been
selected both as a course design framework but, most importantly, as an assessment tool for the improvement
of the course’s structure and configuration. The aim of this study is to provide empirical data on the use of
CA in the design of online HE programs as a course assessment tool, as well as its impact on the field of
teaching game design and educational game design.
The research objectives reported in this paper are examining the impact of the university students’
participation in the GBL online Masters course in regards to their (a) articulation of Learning Objectives,
Learning Mechanics and Game Mechanics of the educational games they designed throughout the year-long
course and (b) the interconnection and coherence between those three elements of their proposed games,
using CA as an assessment tool.

2
2.1

Theoretic background
Constructive alignment

Constructive Alignment describes a teaching framework, based on two main aspects [13]. The first one is
the “constructive” aspect under a constructivist approach of learning which aims to engage the students to
build their knowledge, through learning and teaching activities that have been especially proposed for the
context of specific learning outcomes. The other one, called the “alignment” aspect describes educators’
actions aiming to help learners achieve the defined learning outcomes through the appropriate learning
activities.
According to Biggs [14], CA consists of four major steps: (1) Defining the Intended Learning Outcomes,
(2) choosing teaching/learning activities, which will lead to the achievement of those Intended Learning
Objectives, (3) assessing students' actual learning outcomes to see how well they match the expected
outcomes, (4) arriving to a final grade (Fig. 1). CA’s structure is also based on the idea that students put
major emphasis on final assessment [15]. The result of this approach is that, for students, assessment
becomes the curriculum, since their effort will be towards passing their exams: they will pay emphasis on
what they believe they will be tested on. Constructive alignment pays emphasis on the importance of
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students’ Intended Learning Outcomes in order to design the learning activities which will engage the
learners in effectively developing them. The aim of CA in that case is that teaching methods and assessment
tasks are “aligned” to the learning activities proposed for the intended outcomes. Hence, learners are indeed
indirectly directed towards the intended outcomes, through the selection of the appropriate activities and
assessment tasks (Fig. 4).
The definition and expression of clearly defined Intended Learning Outcomes is of key importance in
the scope of CA, since the focus needs to switch from teaching delivery to how students learn. As a result,
Intended Learning Outcomes should be able to express what students should be able to do and achieve after
participating in a learning activity instead of describing what teachers should do. Established taxonomies for
the definition of learning objectives are already used in the context of CA, such as Bloom’s taxonomy and
SOLO [16], [17].
The selection of Teaching and Learning Activities is based on how engaging they can be for students
and on how students can be motivated and encouraged to achieve the proposed Intended Learning Outcomes.
Such types of activities can be categorized in different ways, one of which is Biggs’ own categorization in
self-controlled, peer-controlled and teacher-controlled activities [18]. Designing the course assessment tasks
requires alignment with Intended Learning Outcomes. As a result, in order to perform assessment tasks,
students will need to eventually achieve the Intended Learning Outcomes in the way they were formulated.
According to Biggs & Tang [18], “the best form of alignment is when the Teaching and Learning Activities
are themselves the assessment” [p.5].
CA may also alleviate students’ cognitive load, when participating in learning activities. Since nonaligned curricula and activities may distract and overwhelm students who participate in learning activities,
appropriately developed activities, which are also constructively aligned, could help students focus on
meaningful learning tasks, related to the specified Intended Learning Outcomes. This argument becomes
even more relevant, if students’ and software users’ cognitive capacity is considered [19].
CA’s application in teaching Digital Game Based Learning (DGBL) in HE may have a positive impact
both in helping improve the quality of the provided courses but also help instructors assess their courses,
based on clearly defined Intended Learning Outcomes [11]. While the field of DGBL appears to be engaging
and motivating for students to participate in, the lack of connections between assessment tasks and DGBL
related Training and Learning Activities may lead to a superficial or incomplete interaction between students
and the games [20].
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Figure 1. Constructive Alignment by Biggs (1996)

2.2

DGBL in HE

DGBL is a field with continuous interest both from the industry and academia [21], since the introduction
of games in the learning process could help shift learning deliveries from formal to learner-centered ones
[22]. There are two major approaches that games have been introduced and studied upon in learning
processes. The first one examines the use of games as tools for learning for specific fields [23] and the second
one examines learners’ participation in creating such games and the learning benefits they may incur [24].
Concerning introducing games in educational contexts for HE, there is a rich body of research, covering
the fields of STEM [25], health education [26], history [27], computational thinking [2], journalism [28] and
social sciences [29]. There are studies that present positive impact regarding players’ knowledge acquisition
[30], which is also accompanied by a positive attitude towards introducing games in classrooms [31]. It has
also been observed though that the introduction of DGBL activities in HE may introduce confusion and lack
of understanding on how the activities are structured, how students will be assessed and how teachers are
involved in the learning process [32]. Additionally, the variety of options and tools seems to confuse
educators [33]. Consequently, there are studies who have focused on the connection between learning and
game mechanics [34], their intrinsic link with learning content [35] as well as organizing and structure of
learning activities in the scope of DGBL [35].
The participation of learners in the creation of DGBL experiences attracts continuous research interest,
taking into account the various “modding” capabilities that modern existing Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
games offer or the easy access to game engines [37], [38]. Existing studies show that student participation
in game making activities can have positive learning effects for the fields of 21st century skills [24],
Mathematics [39], creativity [40], engineering [41], entrepreneurship [42]. Coming from the fields of
Human-Computer Interaction, user participation in the creation of the software that they will later use is
realized through the field of participatory design [43]. In the context of designing DGBL activities,
participatory design introduces learner-centricity, where different stakeholders, including designers,
educators and students are members of the design process [44].
2.3 Constructive Alignment in the context of DGBL education
A great challenge in educational game design teaching is the connection between teaching activities and
game mechanics and educational mechanics [11]. The various connections and dependencies between the
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different components of educational games and the creation of learning content for students may be a
challenge for teachers and may present a cognitive overload for students [45].
Several frameworks have been proposed for the examination and analysis of DGBL activities [34], [44]–
[47], focusing on various aspects of DGBL, such as game design, learning experience, learning strategies,
and systems design. Even if they approach the subject from different perspectives, using different
approaches, there is a clear need for addressing both gaming and learning aspects in educational game design
[20]. One approach to analyzing educational game design is the connection between Learning Mechanics
and Game Mechanics [34]. As components of educational games, Learning Mechanics describe the
underlying mechanisms and operations that implement the game designers’ Learning Objectives and
pedagogical principles. Game Mechanics on the other hand describe rules, interactions, structures and
configurations, aiming at creating intrinsically motivating playful experiences. According to Romero et. al.
[46] in the context of DGBL, Game Mechanics should be coherent in relation to the Learning Mechanics in
order to avoid increasing the extraneous cognitive load, which could appear when Game Mechanics and
Learning Mechanics are dissociated.
Another approach to analyzing CA in educational game design is the coherence between Game
Objectives and Learning Objectives. Game Objectives describe the desired states, proposed by games, that
need to be achieved when players are engaged in playing them. Learning Objectives, on the other hand,
describe what students should be able to know or do after participating in learning activities. In the scope of
this study, coherence is approached as the impact and relevance quality of one aspect in regard to the other.
If for instance the accomplishment of Game Objectives when Learning Objectives is achieved would suggest
high coherence between those two aspects. On the other hand, low effect on the achievement of Learning
Objectives when Game Objectives are achieved would suggest low coherence between those two aspects.
Additionally, Learning Objectives can affect Game Mechanics, in the same way that Game Mechanics may
help develop or define Learning Objectives [33].
CA can be an important aspect of DGBL, since the use and adoption of educational gaming activities
may be related to how they are integrated in the broader teaching design. From one hand, alignment between
Learning Mechanics and Game Mechanics is required (Fig. 2) in order to reduce students’ cognitive load
and facilitate their learning experience through play [47]. From another perspective, alignment is also needed
between Game Objectives, Learning Objectives and how these Learning Objectives are approached and
achieved through Learning Mechanics. In the scope of DGBL education though, an additional component
that appears through the application of CA is assessment and the selection of the proper Training and
Learning Activities that will define assessment, which in turn will help students indeed arrive at the desired
Intended Learning Outcomes.
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Figure 2. Constructive Alignment in DGBL

3
3.1

Methodology
The MSc SmartEdTech program

The SmartEdTech is a graduate HE distance learning program, organized by the University of the Cote
d’Azur. The program consists of different course modules, all of which are delivered through the university’s
online Learning Management System. The program also requires that students, from all over the world,
physically attend a set of program related sessions at the University’s location in Nice. This set of sessions
is called an “intensive week”. Even if the format and configuration of different courses vary, the different
modules last for a period of two semesters and include audiovisual material, remote lectures, collaborative
work between students and a continuing communication between students and academic personnel, in order
to clarify course-related issues as well as guide students on issues related to the presented learning modules.

3.2

The GBL course

Among the different learning modules of the SmartEdTech program, the GBL course focuses on helping
students develop the necessary skills and understanding on how to design their own game based learning
experiences. More specifically, the course’s objective is to help students create educational game design
competencies, including the analysis, design, learning mechanics, pedagogical integration and assessment
for the experiences, under specific contexts, they want to create. As a result, students need to propose at least
one game based learning experience by defining a game’s Game Mechanics, Learning Mechanics, Learning
Objectives, Learning Objectives, as well as the assessment around the subject matter and topic they are
addressing through the experience they want to design.
The course assumes a hands-on approach, where students are required to come up with a Game Design
Document (GDD) by the end of the course duration. The GBL course lasts for two semesters and starts at
the beginning of the autumn semester and is concluded by the end of the spring semester of the same
academic year. During the course, students have the choice to either work individually or in teams. During
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this period, students attend course lectures as well as have access to a comprehensive set of learning
materials, available on the program’s Learning Management System. The topic and theme of students’ games
was proposed by them in coordination with the course supervisor. As a result, students were free to select
the topic, style and resources of their educational games. Students need to deliver their individual or teamcreated GDDs by the end of the academic year. Hence the GDDs are the course’s main assessment tool for
the GBL course.
A ten-step iterative design process (Fig. 3) is presented to students during the GBL course, including the
following steps: (a) learning goals, (b) analyzing context and learner needs and pedagogical integration, (c)
game mechanics, (d) learning mechanics, (e) game universe and game narrative, (f) prototyping, (g)
development, (h) economic and distribution models, (h) assessment and learning transfer, (i) assessment of
play experience and usability. This course configuration aims at helping students explore and create
connections between Game Mechanics, Learning Mechanics and assessment of Learning Objectives for the
educational games they propose.
The notion of CA is not explicitly presented to students during the course. However students are asked
to come up with coherent serious game design proposals in relation to the different components of their
games, including the games’ Game Mechanics, Learning Mechanics, Game Objectives, Learning Objectives
and assessment around the game’s learning topic. As a result, the notion of CA is used as an assessment tool
on the impact of the online GBL course on the coherence between the different elements of students’ GDDs.

Figure 3. The design process presented during the GBL course
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3.3

Constructive Alignment in the GBL course

In the scope of the GBL course, CA has been used as an assessment tool for students’ understanding of
the process of game design. Considering that CA focuses on the creation of Training & Learning Activities
that address predefined Intended Learning Outcomes, by taking into consideration assessment from the very
beginning, there are several connections between CA and GBL research. While CA encourages coherence
between Intended Learning Outcomes, assessment and Training & Learning Activities, GBL requires and
entails coherence between Learning Objectives, Game Objectives, Learning Mechanics, Game Mechanics
and assessment (Fig.4) [11], [33].
Since advancing through educational games requires the application of acquired knowledge during
different levels, such experiences provide themselves assessment capabilities. The interconnection between
Learning Mechanics, Game Mechanics and assessment could potentially implement a configuration of CA,
where Training & Learning Activities (materialized through Learning Mechanics and Game Mechanics) are
themselves in some occasions the assessment, if coherence between these elements can eventually be
achieved. Consequently, constructive alignment can be used as an assessment tool in the context of Game
Based Learning, examining the coherence between different elements of educational games.

3.4

The context of this study

Within the GBL course, students were invited to develop a Game Design Document (GDD). The assessment
of the GDD was based on the constructive alignment approach, operationalized as the articulation of
Learning Objectives - Learning Mechanics, Learning Mechanics - Game Mechanics and Learning
Mechanics -assessment and their coherence.
For the scope of this study, all assignments produced by the students of the first year of the EdTech MSc
course were analyzed. The number of students who attended the GBL course in the year of this study were
13. The students, working either individually or in teams delivered 13 GDDs at the end of the academic year.
Those 13 GDDs were analyzed through the scope of CA. More specifically, the degrees of coherence
between the following elements were examined:
A. Learning Objectives and Learning Mechanics
B. Learning Mechanics and Game Mechanics
C. Learning Mechanics and assessment for the topics that students wanted to teach through their
educational games
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Figure 4. A connection between CA and GBL
The submitted GDDs were analyzed by the one researcher and were later on presented and reviewed by
a second one, for triangulation purposes. Each one of the three examined coherence levels was rated on a
six-point scale (from 0 to 5). The scale presents five points of augmenting coherence, with 0 corresponding
to no coherence and 5 corresponding to very coherent proposals.

4

Results

In the scope of this study, 13 GDDs have been analyzed. The analysis focused on the three degrees of
coherence presented at the methodology section and consisted of the Learning Objectives - Learning
Mechanics, Learning Mechanics - Game Mechanics and Learning Mechanics - assessment axis. Graph 1
presents the frequency of different ratings per axis. The analysis is presented, per axis, below.
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Figure 5. The frequency of scores for all examined GDDs for the Learning Mechanics (LM) Assignment, Learning Mechanics (LM) - Game Mechanics (GM) and Learning Mechanics (LM) Learning Objectives (LO) axis

4.1

Learning Objectives - Learning Mechanics coherence degree

Students of the GBL course have proposed GDDs, where the degree of coherence between Learning
Mechanics and Learning Objectives is relatively high. More specifically, most analyzed GDDs showed
coherence between the proposed Learning Objectives and the proposed Learning Mechanics.
An example of coherence in the axis of Learning Objectives - Learning Mechanics can be found through
the GDD of the game “Olympians”. The game, aiming at helping players’ literacy skills with a greater focus
on ancient Greek literature from Iliad and Odyssey, presents a set of learning objectives, which include the
development of literacy skills and the exploration of the themes of Iliad and Odyssey, which is then
accompanied by the introduction of Learning Mechanics that include simulations, guiding and on-boarding
sessions as well as orchestrating decision making situations, based on the previously established Learning
Objectives. On top of this, the GDD for the game “Mission Francais”, a game focusing on helping players
learn to speak French, presents a set of mini-game activities, aiming at addressing the Learning Objectives
previously defined by the students who designed the game. Laying out the different Learning Mechanics in
that form and maintaining coherence of the Learning Objectives, shows a level of constructive alignment
between Learning Mechanics and Learning Objectives in this case. An example of low coherence for this
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axis can be identified through the GDD for the game “Explorer”, aiming at helping highschool students to
learn about the universe. The game’s GDD presents a set of Learning Objectives and a brief description of
Learning Mechanics. However, no apparent connection or elaboration was provided on how the game’s
Learning Mechanics were related to the defined Learning Objectives, neither how the latter would be
achieved through the game.

4.2

Game Mechanics - Learning Mechanics coherence degree

Among the 13 analyzed documents, there is a considerable diversity in the span of attributed rates of
coherence between the Game Mechanics - Learning Mechanics components of the proposed games. For
instance, the GDD for the game “Explorer”, aiming at helping highschool students to learn about the
universe, presents no evident connection and interconnection between Learning Mechanics and Game
Mechanics. The GDD proposes a set of Game Mechanics and a set of Learning Mechanics, not related or
interacting with one another. The lack of connection between those two components introduces a
misalignment both in regards to the way that the expected Learning Mechanics will in fact be implemented
and materialized through the proposed Game Mechanics but also in regards to creating a cohesive learning
and playful experience. Additionally, the GDD for the game “ELEC DG CL”, aiming at helping students
learn more about the design of electronic circuits, proposes clear Learning Objectives. However, it lacks the
proposal of concise Learning Mechanics and it doesn’t elaborate at all around the connection between
Learning Mechanics and Game Mechanics. As a result, the actual implementation of the game and a concrete
explanation of how the Game Mechanics and Learning Mechanics will help players achieve the proposed
Learning Objectives remains unclear.
On the other hand, the GDD for the game “Solfa”, aiming to help players learn Solfege through the
“Kodaly method”, presents Learning Mechanics and Game Mechanics extensively while dedicating a section
to the coherence between these two game aspects by explaining how Game Mechanics and Learning
Mechanics interact with each other, shaping the final educational game experience. By referencing directly
the LM-GM model [34], the designers of the game, elaborate on the LM and GM interconnections and their
impact on formulating and achieving Learning Objectives, through using Bloom’s taxonomy [16].
Additionally, the GDD for the game “Animate!”, aiming at helping students understand protein synthesis in
the field of biology, presents Game Mechanics clearly while the lack of clarification regarding an aspect of
the presented Learning Mechanics may cause confusion both understanding the GDD as well as correctly
matching and connecting Learning Mechanics with Game Mechanics.

4.3

Learning Mechanics - assessment coherence degree

Throughout the analysis of all GDDs moderate to little elaboration regarding the connection and coherence
between Learning Mechanics and assessment has been identified. The topic is superficially addressed by the
majority of GDDs, which pay more emphasis on other aspects of the game design analysis and process. In
none of the examined GDDs was there a dedicated assessment section identified, let alone a LM - assessment
coherence and connection section, where students would be able to present their decision to propose the
specific Learning Mechanics in regards to the potential game assessment, a topic with great importance for
the notion of CA, which would later be materialized and implemented through the proposed GMs.
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5

Discussion and future work

The aim of this study was to evaluate students’ capacity to develop coherent educational GDDs. Students
were expected to express a coherent articulation of Learning Objectives, Learning Mechanics, Game
Mechanics and assessment as a result of participating at the Game Based Learning course that was designed
for the purpose of the SmartEdTech Masters program. The Game Based Learning course presented students
with an iterative game design approach, focusing on the creation of Game Based Learning experiences. The
notion of constructive alignment has been used as an evaluation tool for student deliverables, focusing on
coherent and evident connections between Game Mechanics - Learning Mechanics, Learning Mechanics Assessment and Learning Mechanics - Learning Objectives.
The analysis of the delivered student GDDs showed that students were able to come up with moderately
coherent to coherent designs regarding the Learning Mechanics - Game Mechanics and Learning Mechanics
- Learning Objectives axis. From one side, students proposed Game Mechanics taking into account the
Learning Mechanics that they wanted to apply through mini-games, separate levels or an overall Game
Mechanics strategy for the games that they proposed, creating connections between Game Mechanics,
Learning Mechanics and Learning Objectives. Additionally, moderately coherent to coherent designs have
been observed in regards to Learning Mechanisms and More specifically, students show an understanding
regarding the connection between Learning Mechanics and Learning Objectives and propose Learning
Mechanics that help their players achieve the proposed Learning Objectives. The study also shows that
students elaborated very little on the assessment mechanisms of their games. The topic has been mostly
superficially addressed by the majority of submitted GDDs with little coherence between Learning
Mechanics and the proposed assignments activities. An important implication of this result is the need to
change the game design process by stressing in a more important manner the assessment activities and their
coherence with the learning mechanics (Learning Mechanics-Assessment).
The present study provides empirical information regarding the use of the notion of CA in teaching game
design in learning contexts. Even if previous studies in relevant fields have taken place [34], [35], [48], CA
hasn’t been previously examined in the scope of GBL education. The analysis of data suggests that the
proposed MSc course has had a positive impact on students’ understanding of creating GBL experiences
regarding the connection and coherence between Game Mechanics - Learning Mechanics and Learning
Mechanics - Learning Objectives. However, the analysis of data suggests that students had difficulty
connecting player assessment with Learning Mechanics and, consequently, Game Mechanics. Potential
ameliorations in the structure and points of emphasis of the course could be further explored in order to
increase the coherence between Learning Mechanics and assessment in students’ GDDs. As a result, either
a new study for a revised curriculum for the same year or a longitudinal study, taking into account students’
development and understanding of the course after the completion of the two years of the MSc program
could be organized in the future.
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